
Visual Identification Virtual Reality (VIDVR) allows students to participate in an 
individual training environment utilizing a VR headset, hand motion controller, 
audio headset, and a microphone. Students have access to training on 
the following watchstations depending 
on their current event in execution: Port 
Lookout, Starboard Lookout, and Aft 
Lookout. Each of the three watchstations 
provide the student with the tools and 
environment that will be available to them 
in a real-world, shipboard environment, as well as helpful training aids 
and scenario interaction provided by hand-tracking and voice recognition 
capabilities. Each scenario focuses on training the student to correctly use 
watchstation tools and communicate using appropriate vernacular and syntax.

The instructor is able to configure grading thresholds for various reporting 
items and specify if they wish to give students helpful prompts for a specific 
set, which act as hints for the various reporting items. Each of the sets and 
events assigned to students can contain various surface and air contacts 
at customizable ranges, speeds, bearing values, and target angle values 
as created by the instructor using the instructor dashboard. Along with set 
creation, the instructor also has the ability to: observe live student progress; 
review past student events; inject temporary messages to the student; and 
create an all stop in the event of emergency notification.
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IMMERSIVE VIRTUAL  
REALITY TEACHING METHOD
VIDVR training system takes the slideshow 
way of teaching lookout and tosses it aside for 
an immersive virtual reality teaching method.

  PLACES THE SAILOR AT THE LOOKOUT

• Forces awareness of their surroundings 
during instruction

• Contact position is not a static image 
talked about on a screen but a live  
event to take actions

  OVERLAYS FOR TRAINING CONCEPTS

• Training aids to force concepts such as 
range determination, bearing, target 
angle, etc. are shown with respect to  
the sailor for a clearer understanding  
of what they should be calling out

  VOICE RECOGNITION INTRODUCED

• Strict enforcement of the correct 
statements are enforced

• Long pauses, “Umm” statements,  
and mumbled statements yield no  
grade or false reports

• Forces sailors to state clear, concise, 
and proper phases

  INSTRUCTOR DESIGNED TRAINING SETS

• Instructor decides what scenario  
to give a student

• Instructor gets live feedback of  
the student’s progress

• Actual verse Called Out answer  
shown to both student and instructor

VIVDR

The student application is 
designed for a stationary 
seated position to allow 
for the intended 40 to 
80 seat classroom to be 
configured in as minimal 
space required. When the 
instructor pushes a set of 
events to the students, they 
are given base information 
of what watch they are 
on, time of day, sea state, 
and distance to horizon. 
From there, they will have 
to scan their surrounding  
Area of Responsibility (AOR) 
and proceed to make proper 
callouts based on what 
they identify. The students 
also have access to tutorial 
overlays, which get logged 
upon use to the instructor 
station, to help assist 
students in identifying AOR, 
range, bearing, target angle, 
and position angle. Each of 
the students also have the ability to use binoculars and night vision 
googles as needed.

In order to reduce the potential negative training use case of introducing 
controllers in a virtual reality environment, the application makes 
use of hand motion capturing technology. All student functions are 
achieved by simply using hand gestures and an interactive tutorial 
menu. For example, instead of using a controller to point and click 
on binoculars to use them, students simply makes the hand gesture 
as if they were holding binoculars up to their eyes for the application 
to enter into a zoomed in view.

Further development of VIDVR is slated to include video capture 
of the student’s set, helm and lee helm positions, additional  
equipment and tools, channel navigation environments, buoy and day 
shape identification, additional weather, and ship bell and horn signals.
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For further information on VIDVR, please contact:

• Anthony Leitner 
(757) 492-8374 
anthony.leitner@navy.mil 

• Adam Hudak 
(540) 424-4163  
adam.hudak@navy.mil

For further information on this exhibit, or on business opportunities with NAWCTSD, please contact our Business 
Support Team by telephone at (407) 380-4903, by e-mail at orlo_businesssupportteam@navy.mil, or by mail at 
Business Support Team, NAWCTSD, 12211 Science Drive, Orlando, FL 32826.


